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Q1. Critically examine Fakir Mohan Senapati’s critique of Zamindari and colonialism in Six Acres 

and a Third. 

Ans. "Fakir Mohan Senapati," often referred to as "the father of modern Odia literature," was a 

prominent Indian writer and social reformer of the 19th century. His novel "Chha Mana Atha 

Guntha" (Six Acres and a Third) is a powerful critique of both the oppressive zamindari system and 

the exploitative practices of colonialism during the British rule in India. The novel is set in the context 

of rural Odisha and portrays the plight of the rural peasantry under the double burden of zamindari 

and colonial rule. Senapati's critique is multi-layered and reflects his concerns about socio-economic 

injustice and exploitation. Here's a critical examination of his critique in the novel: 

1. Zamindari Exploitation: 

The novel portrays the exploitative nature of the zamindari system, where the peasants are 

subjected to heavy land revenue demands and arbitrary practices by the zamindars. The zamindars 

wielded immense power and authority over the peasants, often leading to impoverishment and 

indebtedness. 

2. Colonialism and Economic Exploitation: 

Senapati's critique extends to the broader context of colonial rule. He highlights how colonial 

policies, including land revenue assessments and taxes, exacerbated the economic exploitation of 

the peasants. The novel underscores how British colonial rulers prioritized revenue extraction 

without consideration for the well-being of the local populace. 

3. Dispossession and Landlessness: 

Senapati critiques the loss of land and livelihood faced by the peasants due to the zamindari system. 

The peasants were often dispossessed of their ancestral lands, leading to landlessness and 

dependence on the whims of the zamindars. 

4. Socio-Economic Disparities: 

Through vivid characters and narratives, Senapati illustrates the stark socio-economic disparities in 

rural society. The wealthy zamindars and British officials lived in luxury, while the peasants struggled 

to make ends meet. 

5. Resistance and Agency: 

Senapati's critique also showcases the resilience and agency of the rural peasantry. Characters in the 

novel, like Ramachandra and Bhagia, challenge the oppressive systems through their struggles and 

resistance. This reflects Senapati's belief in the capacity of individuals to resist injustice. 

6. Colonial Education and Cultural Impact: 

Senapati critiques the colonial education system, which he views as perpetuating submissiveness and 

cultural alienation among the Indian population. Characters like Bhagia's son, who loses touch with 

his own language and traditions due to education, represent this aspect of Senapati's critique. 



 

7. Social Commentary: 

The novel serves as a commentary on the socio-economic conditions of rural India during the 

colonial period. Senapati uses the narrative to shed light on the exploitation, suffering, and resilience 

of the peasantry, urging for social reform and change. 

In conclusion, Fakir Mohan Senapati's "Six Acres and a Third" is a poignant critique of the zamindari 

system and colonialism in India. Through his characters and narratives, Senapati highlights the 

exploitation, dispossession, and socio-economic disparities faced by the rural peasantry. His critique 

encompasses economic, social, and cultural dimensions, emphasizing the need for change and 

reform in both local and colonial structures. The novel remains a significant work that sheds light on 

the complexities of rural life and the struggles for justice and dignity during a challenging period in 

Indian history. 

 

 

Q2. Discuss O. V. Vijayan’s The Legends of Khasak as a novel that explores themes of “being and 

beyond being” through an admixture of the ordinary and the fantastic.  

Ans. "The Legends of Khasak," written by O. V. Vijayan, is a seminal work of Indian literature that 

delves into existential themes while blending the ordinary with the fantastical. The novel explores 

the concepts of "being" and "beyond being" by weaving a narrative that traverses the boundaries 

between reality and imagination, the mundane and the mystical. Through its intricate storytelling 

and vivid imagery, the novel examines the complexities of human existence and the search for 

deeper meaning. Here's a discussion of how "The Legends of Khasak" achieves this exploration: 

1. Blurring Reality and Fantasy: 

The novel blurs the lines between the real and the unreal, creating an otherworldly atmosphere that 

allows the reader to question the boundaries of existence. The setting of Khasak, a remote village, 

serves as a canvas for the coexistence of the ordinary and the fantastical. 

2. Myth and Symbolism: 

Vijayan employs myths, folklore, and symbolism to underscore the themes of "being" and "beyond 

being." The legends, dreams, and visions experienced by the characters add layers of meaning to 

their mundane lives, suggesting a deeper reality beyond the surface. 

3. Characters' Journeys: 

The characters in the novel embark on personal journeys that reflect their quest for understanding 

existence. Ravi, the protagonist, leaves his life behind to start anew in Khasak, seeking a fresh 

perspective on life. Other characters, too, grapple with their identities and desires in ways that 

transcend the everyday. 

4. Transcendental Experiences: 

Vijayan explores mystical and transcendental experiences through the narrative. Characters 

encounter moments that challenge conventional notions of reality, allowing them to glimpse a realm 

"beyond being." These experiences evoke a sense of wonder and contemplation. 

5. Reflection on Life and Death: 



 

The novel contemplates life and death as interconnected states of being. The characters' experiences 

with mortality and the afterlife prompt philosophical reflections on the nature of existence and the 

ultimate questions of human life. 

6. Struggle for Identity: 

The characters in the novel grapple with their identities and roles within the larger cosmos. Their 

experiences of longing, isolation, and seeking give rise to profound introspection about their place in 

the world. 

7. Narrative Style: 

Vijayan's narrative style blends the poetic with the prosaic, creating an immersive reading experience 

that mirrors the blending of the ordinary and the fantastic. The lyrical language helps convey the 

depth of emotions and contemplations experienced by the characters. 

8. Quest for Meaning: 

"The Legends of Khasak" can be seen as a journey toward understanding the mysteries of life. The 

novel's exploration of the supernatural, the mystical, and the unknown reflects humanity's perennial 

quest for meaning and purpose. 

In conclusion, O. V. Vijayan's "The Legends of Khasak" is a novel that masterfully intertwines the 

ordinary and the fantastic to explore themes of "being" and "beyond being." Through its unique 

narrative style, vivid imagery, and contemplative characters, the novel invites readers to ponder the 

nature of existence, the boundaries of reality, and the human quest for transcendence. The 

admixture of the mundane and the mystical creates a rich tapestry that encourages readers to 

engage with questions of identity, purpose, and the mysteries that lie beyond the surface of everyday 

life. 

 

 

Q3. Gender and caste issues are central to Girish Karnad’s use of myth in The Fire and the Rain. Do 

you agree? Give a well-reasoned answer. 

Ans. Yes, gender and caste issues are indeed central themes in Girish Karnad's play "The Fire and the 

Rain." The play uses elements of mythology to explore and highlight the complex interplay of gender 

roles and caste dynamics in society. The story revolves around the myth of Agni, the fire god, and his 

interactions with various characters, which serve as a backdrop to examine these issues. Here's a 

well-reasoned explanation: 

Gender Issues: 

Role Expectations: The play delves into the traditional gender roles and expectations prevalent in 

ancient societies. The character of Agni's wife, Swaha, defies these norms by taking on a proactive 

and assertive role. Her actions challenge the passive and submissive role often assigned to women in 

myths. 

Subversion of Patriarchy: Swaha's agency and assertiveness subvert traditional patriarchal notions. 

She takes charge of her own desires and challenges the dominant male figures, disrupting the usual 

power dynamics seen in mythological narratives. 



 

Sexual Liberation: The play addresses issues of sexual desire and liberation. Swaha's attraction to 

Shvetaketu, a young Brahmin, showcases her pursuit of personal fulfillment, defying societal 

expectations and norms. 

Agency and Autonomy: Swaha's actions showcase her agency and autonomy, emphasizing her ability 

to make independent choices. This contrasts with other mythological narratives where women are 

often portrayed as passive subjects. 

Caste Issues: 

Caste Hierarchy: The play presents the hierarchical caste system of ancient times through the 

character of King Dushyanta. His interactions with the Brahmin boy Shvetaketu highlight the divisions 

and prejudices that existed based on caste. 

Caste Mobility: The character of Shvetaketu, who is initially unaware of his lower caste origins, 

highlights the possibility of upward caste mobility. However, his ultimate fate showcases the 

limitations and consequences of challenging caste boundaries. 

Prejudice and Discrimination: The play highlights the prejudice and discrimination faced by those 

from lower castes. Shvetaketu's journey is marked by encounters with bias and discrimination, 

despite his achievements. 

Caste Conflict: The tensions between caste identities become evident as the play unfolds. The 

conflict between Dushyanta and Shvetaketu's father underscores the societal discomfort with 

crossing caste boundaries. 

In conclusion, gender and caste issues are indeed central themes in "The Fire and the Rain." Karnad's 

use of mythology allows him to explore and critique these issues in a historical context while drawing 

parallels to contemporary society. The characters' struggles, desires, and interactions serve as a lens 

through which gender dynamics and caste hierarchies are examined, challenging traditional norms 

and shedding light on the complexities of these social issues. 

 

 

Q4. Discuss with the help of any two prescribed texts how modern Indian literature in translation 

addresses the theme of history.  

Ans. Modern Indian literature in translation often grapples with the theme of history, exploring the 

complex relationship between the past, present, and future. Two prescribed texts that exemplify this 

exploration are "One Day in the Season of Rain" by Mohan Rakesh and "The Blue Umbrella" by 

Ruskin Bond. These works delve into different aspects of history, memory, and the impact of the past 

on individual and collective identities. Let's examine how each text addresses the theme of history: 

"One Day in the Season of Rain" by Mohan Rakesh: 

Mohan Rakesh's novella "One Day in the Season of Rain" delves into the inner lives of its characters, 

showcasing their struggles with memory, nostalgia, and the weight of personal and historical events. 

The story is set against the backdrop of post-independence India and follows the lives of various 

characters in a Delhi neighborhood. The novella explores history through the lens of personal 

narratives and experiences, revealing how historical events shape individual identities and 

relationships. 



 

Collective Memory and Identity: The characters in the novella carry memories of the pre-

independence era and the struggle for freedom. These memories influence their interactions, 

choices, and perceptions of the present. The past becomes an integral part of their identity and 

informs their sense of belonging. 

Individual Trauma and History: The character of Agastya represents the trauma and disillusionment 

of a generation that witnessed the hopes and struggles of the freedom movement but finds itself 

disillusioned in the post-independence era. Agastya's internal turmoil reflects the broader 

disillusionment with the trajectory of the nation's history. 

Social Change and Transformation: The novella captures the changing social dynamics of a newly 

independent India. It portrays the tension between traditional values and the influence of modernity, 

illustrating how historical shifts impact individuals and communities. 

"The Blue Umbrella" by Ruskin Bond: 

Ruskin Bond's novella "The Blue Umbrella" explores the theme of history in a different context, 

focusing on a young girl named Binya in a village in the hills of Himachal Pradesh. The novella subtly 

addresses issues of ownership, envy, and the commodification of culture against the backdrop of a 

picturesque rural setting. 

Cultural Identity and Colonial Legacy: The novella alludes to the colonial history that led to the 

British presence in the hills. The blue umbrella itself, a gift from a British tourist, represents the 

influence of colonialism and foreign cultures on local communities. 

Ownership and Dispossession: The narrative explores the theme of ownership as Binya's prized 

possession, the blue umbrella, becomes a coveted item in the village. The story highlights how the 

pursuit of material possessions can lead to conflicts, reflecting historical patterns of dispossession 

and inequality. 

Rural-Urban Divide: The novella subtly addresses the divide between urban and rural areas, with the 

village representing a more traditional way of life and the town symbolizing urban aspirations. This 

contrast reflects historical shifts in Indian society due to urbanization and modernization. 

Both "One Day in the Season of Rain" and "The Blue Umbrella" use distinct narrative approaches 

to engage with the theme of history. Rakesh's novella delves into the psychological and existential 

dimensions of history through its characters' introspections, while Bond's novella examines the 

historical and cultural dimensions of a rural setting and the impact of external influences. Together, 

these texts exemplify how modern Indian literature in translation grapples with the complexities of 

history, memory, and identity. 

 

 

Q5. North-Eastern poetry can be considered as a voice of protest against the failure of both the 

state and the centre within the context. Discuss. 

Ans. North-Eastern poetry has often been characterized as a powerful voice of protest against the 

perceived failures of both the state and the central government within the context of the region. The 

North-Eastern states of India have historically faced various challenges, including issues related to 

governance, identity, autonomy, development, and cultural preservation. Poetry from the region 

reflects these concerns and serves as a means of expressing discontent, resistance, and the desire for 



 

change. Here's how North-Eastern poetry can be seen as a voice of protest against the failure of 

the state and the center: 

1. Historical Marginalization: 

The North-Eastern states have often felt marginalized and neglected by the central government. 

Historical and geographical factors have contributed to their isolation and limited access to resources 

and development opportunities. Poetry from the region serves as a way to voice the frustration and 

anger resulting from this marginalization. 

2. Cultural Identity and Autonomy: 

Many North-Eastern communities have distinct cultural identities and languages. The central 

government's policies and sometimes its perceived indifference have been seen as a threat to these 

identities. Poetry becomes a tool for asserting cultural autonomy and resisting cultural assimilation. 

3. Ethnic and Political Conflicts: 

The North-Eastern region has been marked by ethnic tensions and separatist movements. Poetry 

often reflects the pain, suffering, and trauma experienced by communities affected by violence and 

conflict. It serves as a medium for expressing the demand for justice and accountability. 

4. Ecological Concerns: 

The North-Eastern region is rich in biodiversity, but development projects and resource extraction 

have often taken a toll on the environment. Poetry raises concerns about ecological degradation, 

displacement of communities, and the disregard for local ecosystems. 

5. Government's Failure to Address Local Issues: 

North-Eastern poetry highlights the government's failure to address issues specific to the region, 

such as underdevelopment, lack of infrastructure, unemployment, and inadequate healthcare and 

education facilities. These poems question the efficacy of state and central policies. 

6. Language of Resistance: 

Poetry becomes a language of resistance, allowing poets to challenge the status quo and demand 

change. Through their verses, poets communicate the urgent need for responsive governance and 

policies that prioritize the region's well-being. 

7. Amplifying Marginalized Voices: 

Poetry provides a platform for marginalized voices and communities to be heard. It draws attention 

to the stories and struggles of those who are often overlooked by mainstream narratives. 

8. Shaping Public Opinion: 

North-Eastern poetry contributes to shaping public opinion within the region and beyond. It brings to 

light the complexities of the region's challenges and fosters solidarity among different communities. 

In conclusion, North-Eastern poetry serves as a powerful form of protest against the perceived 

failures of both the state and the central government. It expresses the region's grievances, 

aspirations, and demands for better governance, autonomy, and recognition of cultural identities. By 

raising their voices through poetry, North-Eastern poets contribute to a dialogue that seeks to 

address the region's unique challenges and push for positive change. 



 

 

 

Q6. U. R. Ananthamurthy believes that an Indian writer must be a “conscience keeper” and a 

“critical insider”. Elaborate his argument with reference to any text in this course. 

Ans. U. R. Ananthamurthy, a renowned Indian writer and thinker, emphasized the role of an Indian 

writer as a "conscience keeper" and a "critical insider" in the context of their engagement with 

society and culture. This perspective implies that a writer should not only reflect upon the socio-

cultural issues of their time but also engage critically with them from within, contributing to a deeper 

understanding of societal dynamics. Ananthamurthy's ideas are exemplified in his own works and can 

be elaborated upon with reference to his novel "Samskara." 

"Samskara" and Ananthamurthy's Argument: 

1. Conscience Keeper: 

In "Samskara," Ananthamurthy presents a powerful narrative that explores complex societal issues, 

including caste, tradition, morality, and identity. The novel delves into the dilemmas faced by its 

characters, particularly Praneshacharya, as they navigate the conflicts between traditional norms and 

individual desires. Ananthamurthy's portrayal of Praneshacharya's internal struggle serves as a 

reflection of societal tensions and moral dilemmas. 

2. Critical Insider: 

Ananthamurthy positions himself as a "critical insider" by providing an authentic representation of 

the cultural and societal intricacies of the Brahmin community in rural Karnataka. He goes beyond 

mere observation to delve into the lives, thoughts, and emotions of his characters, allowing readers 

to gain insights into the nuances of their world. 

3. Engagement with Social Issues: 

"Samskara" critically engages with issues related to caste, tradition, and morality. Through the 

character of Chandri, who challenges societal norms, the novel raises questions about the role of 

women, the authority of tradition, and the intersections of caste and gender. 

4. Exploration of Identity: 

Ananthamurthy's novel explores individual and collective identities in a changing world. 

Praneshacharya's journey from orthodoxy to doubt reflects a broader questioning of identity in the 

face of societal transformations. 

5. Contextualization and Critique: 

Ananthamurthy contextualizes the events in "Samskara" within the socio-cultural milieu of his time. 

By doing so, he critiques the rigidity of traditional norms, the exploitation inherent in the caste 

system, and the complexities of human desires and morality. 

6. Moral Dilemmas: 

Praneshacharya's struggle to address the issue of Naranappa's death and its impact on the 

community highlights the moral dilemmas faced by individuals when traditional norms clash with 

personal convictions. 



 

In conclusion, U. R. Ananthamurthy's argument that an Indian writer must be a "conscience keeper" 

and a "critical insider" is exemplified in his novel "Samskara." The novel engages deeply with societal 

issues and moral dilemmas, offering readers an intimate view of the cultural context while 

questioning traditional norms. Ananthamurthy's narrative approach showcases the significance of 

being both an engaged observer and an insightful critic, contributing to a deeper understanding of 

the complexities of society and culture. 


